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'ADDRESS BY THE PREMIER OF SOUTH AUSTRALIA, MR. DON DUNSTAN TO THE 58TH ^llfi 
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING OF THE WOOL TEXTILE MANUFACTURERS OF AUSTRALIA -
ADELAIDE - FRIDAY, AUGUST 8TH, CONFERENCE ROOM, 1ST FLOOR, PARKROYAL 
MOTEL, SOUTH TERRACE, 9.30 A.M. 
Mr. Docking, 
(Ladies and) Gentlemen: 
Thank you for inviting me to open your 58th Annual Conference. 
I am very pleased that you have been able to have this meeting in 
Adelaide. We pride ourselves on having Australia's pre-eminent 
Convention City. It is easy to move in. It has venues suitable for a 
wide range of business and professional meetings and functions. There 
are tourist areas such as the Barossa Valley close at hand, and plenty 
of entertainment in the city proper. Accordingly I trust and hope that 
those of you who are visitors here will find both your conference and 
Adelaide congenial and convivial. 
Although wool has long been regarded as the backbone of the country, 
there are growing economic pressures causing this backbone to bend a 
little. 
From the sheep's back to -the woollen mills, the industry is caught up 
in an era of change. Fortunately members of your Association have seen 
the need for rationalisation within the industry, (I believe that since 
1952 the number of member companies has been reduced from 68 to 32.) 
Undoubtedly there is a spirit of keen competition among the individual 
members of your Association, but perhaps now. more than ever before, 
there is a need to develop and protect the interests of your industry. 
In the last two years the textile industry has had to compete against 
large imports of woollen fabrics and woven knitted garments. This 
competition has had an obvious effect on the demand for Australian 
knitwear and garments made from local yarn or fabric, and has had serious 
consequences for those employed within the industry. 
But what has happened has happened, and the industry must now face the 
challenge before it. 
In considering possible alternatives, perhaps there is a need to draw 
from overseas experience. 
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Denmark. and-5weden are countries with, like Australia, relatively small 
populations. And certainly they lack our extensive resources. Yet both 
countries have established a world reputation for their textile design 
and manufacture. 
Despite competition from larger industrial nations, these two countries 
are able to sell a range of products on world markets, not because of 
their competitive price, but because they have achieved standards that 
other countries find hard to beat. In fact, often all they do is copy. 
Here in Australia we have only just begun to experience the economic 
pressures that motivated the Danes and the Swedes into developing such 
viable marketing and design alternatives for their textile industries. 
Perhaps as an Association you should be giving greater consideration to 
developing alternatives competing by price alone. 
In this respect, I am always struck at how apparently conservative we 
are in Australia when it comes to taking advantage of our established 
design skills. In South Australia, for example, we have established a 
South Australian Craft Authority. It is charged with the task of bringing 
the State's craft industries to an appropriate point of economic 
viability. And, for instance, or close to, the Authority, are textile 
weavers and designers of world class. Were they in Scandinavia, in 
addition to their individual "art gallery" pieces, they would be design-
ing rugs, blankets, furnishings and so on for mass production, constantly 
stimulating the market with new colour and textural concepts. 
However, in Australia at the moment, they are condemned to the "art piece" 
market. (This situation, of course, does not only apply in the textile 
field. Australian design skills in ceramics and pottery, silverware and 
general metal work, furniture and domestic utilities are consistently 
ignored by manufacturers.) And the result is one we all know: because 
of their design input, products from Scandinavian countries have an appeal, 
acceptability and prestige far outranking equivalent products manufactured 
here, despite the local competitive price. 
Earlier this year the Australian Government gave an undertaking that it : 
would stand firmly behind its decisions to support the wool industry 
through its floor price policy. The decision was taken in the face of 
extremely unfavourable economic circumstances and has been seen as a 
gesture of confidence in the future of the industry. 
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Certainly the decision has met with widespread support from all the wool-
using and processing countries. By stabilising wool prices, and under-
taking the major stock holding function during a critical period, the 
wool authorities have lessened the uncertainties facing the manufacturing 
industry and lightened its burdens. 
If nothing else, the decision will, I am sure, give the industry time to 
implement some of the many changes necessary.if wool is to continue compet-
ing as a major textile. 
However, the question now is when will the market revival come and how well 
will wool fare when it does? Certainly there are signs that in most 1 
major markets the recession hasbottomed out and there is undoubtedly more 
optimism amongst businessmen. 
Although a real revival in the market- may be some little time away there , 
is evidence that when it comes the industry's confidence will be rewarded. 
This will especially be so if, as in so many of our general manufacturing 
areas, we are- able to take advantage of the immense range of design and 
mnrketing skills we have now developed in thes country. 
Thank you. 
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